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Executive Summary 
Eating healthy has been a struggle for many people nationwide. We always think we should be eating 

healthier, and we make New Year’s resolutions to do so, but usually no changes are actually made to our 

diets. We at Health-Tracker are committed to helping America improve their diet through our eating 

programs. 

Health-Tracker is a non-profit organization that offers programs including meal plans, health evaluation, 

personal trainers, and much more in order to help people improve their health. In our work to help 

people improve their health we have found that the most important step to any successful diet is to 

track the foods you eat. The tracking process helps us see clearly what we eat, how much we eat, trends 

in diets, and the nutritional value of what we eat. This is essential to identify how your diet is lacking, 

and to keep you accountable to the goals you have set. With a clear record of what you eat, you can’t 

“forget” about the cake you ate, and you can clearly see just how few vegetables you are probably 

eating. 

The Health-Tracker food tracking program will help you to quickly and easily create a log of the foods 

you eat and their nutritional value. To begin using our program you input your profile including your 

height, weight, age, and gender. The system will then pull your nutritional needs from the internet to 

give you an estimate of what you need in your diet including calories, amount of fat, amount of carbs, 

amount of protein, vitamin a, vitamin c, vitamin d, calcium, iron, and fiber. Next, foods are entered to 

the Food Log sheet of the program. On the food log you open an internet browser to get URLs for the 

foods you ate so the program can get the nutritional information from the internet and input it to the 

log. As you enter the foods you eat into the food log our program will track this nutrition info to give you 

continuous updates on how you are doing to meet your nutrition goals. You can see all-time, weekly, 

and monthly reports to show your results over time and to help identify trends.  

By tracking the foods you eat, you will be able to get a clear picture of your current nutrition needs. By 

taking a little time to input the foods you eat you will get a useful report to show which nutrients you 

are lacking, how many calories you are eating in a day, and how you can improve. We at Health-Tracker 

hope this information will be useful to help bring in a healthier, happier America. 

 

  



Implementation 
The Health-Tracker system has 4 main components to track nutrition and display it for the user. 

My Profile 
This sheet is where the User inputs their personal information to get their nutritional estimates, and to 

see an all-time report of their nutrition averages. 

 

 

To get the nutrition estimates the page has a button linked to the sub getNutritionInfo that is located in 

the ProfileInfo module. This sub controls IE to get nutritional information from the internet at the site 

https://www.planetpace.com/?dietary-intakes. The page is shown below. 

 

VBA gets the information input to the profile to fill out the form. The form contains text fields, and radio 

buttons. My VBA code will fill out the form and submit, then get the nutritional estimate data from the 

resulting page. The result page is show below. 

https://www.planetpace.com/?dietary-intakes


 

 

The Average performance page gets averages from the Food Log using excel formulas. 

  



Food Log 
The food log is where the user inputs their meal information so my program can get its nutrition values. 

The food log tracks several values: Date of meal, which meal, food name, amount eaten in grams, caloric 

content, fat, carbs, protein, vitamin a, vitamin c, vitamin d, calcium, iron, and fiber. These were chosen 

because they are the nutrients identified by the FDA as important and required to be on labels. 

The majority of the code for this sheet is on the foodForm userForm. This code: 

 creates the form used to enter nutrition data 

 runs background web queries through IE automation to get site info 

 cleans data from the web to be displayed on the user form and to be entered in the log 

The sheet has 2 buttons for users 

 One opens IE to the website I have chosen to gather nutrition info from: 

http://www.nutritionvalue.org so they can get the URL. This button makes use of sub 

openNutritionSite from the openFoodSite Module. 

 

 One to look up food by URL in order to get nutritional information from the web and display it 

in the user form. This makes use of the code located in the foodForm userform. 

The foodForm has all fields that are tracked on the food log. Most of these are entered automatically by 

the program from the selected URL. The fields entered automatically from the URL are not editable by 

the user, so they are grey to distinguish them. 

The User must select the date, the mean, and enter the amount eaten. The data entry is made easy with 

a calendar tool that appears when the date field is selected, and the meal entry is a dropdown list. The 

form is shown below. 

 

http://www.nutritionvalue.org/


Form buttons: 

 OK button: will enter the form info into the log 

 Navigation Buttons: Next  to move forward, or they can select Prev to correct a previous 

entry. The navigation buttons will get the next/previous URL and refresh the form with that 

food’s information. They will also get any existing information on the Date, Meal, and Serving if 

available. 

 Close button: will close the form without saving 

A screenshot of the Food Log sheet with data is shown below. 

 

 

A screenshot of the website that the nutrition information is gather from is shown below. 

  



Weekly Log 
The weekly log sheet gathers information from the food log by its week and logs averages of the 

nutritional value of foods eaten in that week. The sheet also displays the user goals along with the 

results from the weeks and a comparison to show how close they were to reaching their goals. If they 

were under the goal the field is marked red. If they exceeded it, the field is marked green. 

This sheet uses code in the calculatePerformance module and the makeGraphs module that are 

executed through use of the 2 buttons: 

 Update Averages: uses calculatePerformance code to get averages based on the week by 

selecting food log entries that are in the same week, summing them, and dividing by the number 

of days entered for that week. Each week calculated is entered into the sheet. Overall averages 

in the top are updated from new data. 

 

 Generate Graph: uses makeGraphs to create a stacked column graph showing user results and 

their goals. Due to the large differences in scale between the nutrition values this chart was 

chosen as the best way to represent the data easily. Ideally the graph will be a 50/50 split 

meaning their results and their goals ended up equal. 

 

A screenshot of the Weekly Log sheet is shown below. 

 

 

  



Monthly Log 
Same as the weekly log. The only difference is that food log entries are selected by month, instead of 

week. Has the same buttons on it, and uses the same modules calculatePerformance and makeGraphs 

but uses the subs for months instead of weeks. 

 

A screenshot of the Monthly Log sheet along with a graph is shown below. 

  



Learning and Difficulties 
Some of the difficulties I had with this project included: getting VBA IE automation to work properly for 

complex form pages, finding reliable and comprehensive sources of information, and creating easy to 

use controls for users. 

One issue I encountered early on was the difficulty of handling user input to find nutritional value for 

foods. For example, if I search for a hamburger there are far too many variables including: restaurant, 

condiments added, patty size, and more for my program to find the correct food to log. To work around 

this issue I instead let the user make use of the already-existing search tools on the website I chose to 

gather nutritional information from and my program uses the URL they get from it.  

I tried to improve this method by building IE into my program so the user can search inside the program 

and it will automatically get the URL for them from the page they choose instead of having them copy 

and paste. This may be possible, but I was unable to find any IE automation methods to perform “on 

close” type events to get a URL. I temporarily had code that ran constantly in the background to monitor 

the current IE URL but this caused noticeable lag in my program and I chose to remove it. It also did not 

address the issue that IE in VBA is not designed for this type of use, and I was unable to find methods to 

keep the page open while a user searches. I worked around this problem by implementing a timer 

before the “end sub” so the user has time to find the URL they want before IE closes. 

As already mentioned above, the biggest difficulty, and greatest learning experience I had while doing 

this project was VBA IE automation. Examples we had performed in class with forms was limited to 

filling in simple username and password text fields, while the forms I worked with in my project had 

several text fields, radio buttons, and dropdown fields in them. I also found that several of the pages I 

selected to gather information from used odd presentation methods for their pages so my 

“appIE.document.body.innertext” was unable to get the information I needed from them. I 

experimented with other techniques such as attempting to highlight, copy, and paste the information 

into a VBA variable, but that did not work. In the end I was able to find websites that had the 

information I needed, in a form that I could harvest. 

This project has taught me a lot about how VBA handles IE automation, and I have learned a great deal 

from Microsoft’s  documentation on the IE automation methods. 

 

Assistance 
I made use of some code located on the web at http://www.jpsoftwaretech.com/excel-vba/automate-

internet-explorer/ to help with my IE automation. 

I copied several sections and made heavy modifications to the code on the site in order to suit my 

needs. 

http://www.jpsoftwaretech.com/excel-vba/automate-internet-explorer/
http://www.jpsoftwaretech.com/excel-vba/automate-internet-explorer/

